[A new approach for exploring the essence of meridian].
The paper includes a brief review and evaluation of the progress in the research of the essence of meridian in China in the last two decades, in which the author suggests that more effort at all levels involving multiple disciplines needs to be investigated in the pursuit of this issue after the failure of prolonged research in the fields of histological anatomy. Microcosmic investigation, in particular, should be pursued making full use of the available achievement in molecular cell biology, genome research, biophysics and biochemistry and so forth, so as to build a solid plateform for making a breakthrough. The author urges the importance of research in the information carrier that regulates the meridian physiological network of the body. Based on the theories in cellular signal transduction and relevant experimental data, the author points out that the signal amplitude and frequency of intracellular Ca(2+) oscillations and intercellular Ca(2) wave elicited by specific acupuncture may contain information of the meridian routes and physiological function regulations. Through its binding proteins, Ca(2+) participates in almost all the physiological processes such as reproduction, metabolism, muscle contraction to cognition and memory. It is therefore hypothetically believed that Ca(2+) and inositol trisphosphate (IP(3), which is required for the propagation of intercellular Ca(2+) waves) can be the long-quested information carriers of the meridian physiological network, and they in conjunction with the gap-junction protein (connexon) build the material bases of the meridian. The author also specifies some possible directions of further study and experimental methods.